l7A 0biertives
After completing this section, I can

17A Section Review
' 1. a. Name and briefly describe the two subsections of fluid mechanics.
b. In what fundamental way does fluid mechanics differ fiom the
mechanics you have studied prior to this chapter?
2. a. Using qualitative terms, how does fluid pressure vary horizontally
through a fluid?
b. How does it vary vertically?
s. What three factors determine the static pressure in any fluid at a given

/discuss the difference between
fluids and nonfluids.

I

define the dimensions of density
and pressure and state the units
used to measure them.

/discuss how pressure is generated
within incompressible and com-

depth (or height)?

pressible fluids.

4. What determines the force a fluid exerts against a surface?
5. What two factors determine the buoyant force exerted on an object submerged in a fluid?
s6. How deep (in meters and feet) must a diver go (in fresh water) in order
to experience two atmospheres of pressure? (Recall that a diver experiences 1 atm at the water's surface.) State your answer to two significant

u/describe how Pascal's principle
explains the operation of simple
hydraulic machines.

/describe how manometers

and

barometers operate.

/use Archimedes' principle to

digits.

compute the buoyant force acting
on a submerged object.

*7.

/describe the stability ofa submerged object by using the relative positions of its centers of
mass and buoyancy.

/explain the function of

Assuming that atmospheric pressure at sea level is 1.00 atm, what
would be atmospheric pressure at the level of the Dead Sea (altitude:
-400. m)? Ignore difference in pressure due to variation of temperature.

ff8. A block of solid oak (30.0 cm X 40.0 cm X 50.0 cm) floats in fresh
water. What percentage of the block's volume is nar under water?

a

hydrometer.

HYDRODYNAMICS: FLUIDS lN MOTION
17.13 ldeal Fluids
The concepts that you have been studying in hydrostatics are fairly simple. Hydrodynamics, in contrast, is one of the most complicated areas of physics. To simplify
the study, we must establish the concept of the ideal fluid. In the case of an ideal
fluid, it is assumed that

.
.
.
.

the fluid flows smoothly;
the velocity of the fluid does not change with time at a fixed location in
the fluid path;
the densily of the fluid is constant (the fluid, whatever its density, is
incompressible);

friction has no effect on fluid flow.

These assumptions are only approximately true for real fluids, and mainly for
Iiquids.
The first assumption, the idea that ideal fluids flow smoothly, means that every
particle passing through a given point follows the same path. Such a path is called
a streamline. Streamlines have no physical reality, but they are useful in visualizing fluid flow. If the streamlines are continuous, then the flow is smooth, or
laminar. If th'e streamlines have discontinuities (bumps, twists, or turns), then the
flow is turbulent and thus requires much more complex modeling. Several streamlines can define a flow tube. A flow tube may be an actual cylindrical pipe, or it
may be a small volume within a larger volume of flowing fluid. The fluid particles
do not cross the boundaries of a flow tube. For the purposes of hydrodynamic
studies, a flow tube defines the boundaries of a physical system.
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Streomlines oround vorious oblects showing lominor ond turbulentflow

The second assumption establishes that the velocity of the fluid at any one
location is constant with time. However, it does not meaflthat fluid velocity cannot
be different at various points within a body of flowing fluid at the same time.
The third assumption is that fluids are incompressible..This, combined with the
law of conservation of mass, requires that the rate of volume and mass flow into a
segment of a flow tube equals the rate of volume and mass flow out of the flow
tube segment. That is, if 1 L of fluid flows into one end of a flow tube in 1 s, 1 L
of fluid must flow out the other end in the same second. If this were not true, then
either some mass would disappear in the tube or some mass would be created in
t: 17-20

the tube.
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Continuity

l

The volume of fluid flowing into a flow tube segment is shaped roughly like a ,
cylinder. The base of the cylinder is the cross section of the flow tube at the beginning of the segment, which has area Ar. The "height" of the cylinder is the length ,
traveled by a particle of the fluid in time Ar. This distance is equal to the velocity
in that segment of the flow tube multiplied by the time interval. The volume flow- ,
:
ing into the flow tube segment is
,

Vt:

A:rytAt.
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Similarly, the volume of fluid flowing out of the segment in time Ar is

Vz:

AzvzAt.

These volumes must be equal.

Vt:
Apt\t:

Vz

AzyzLt

ffi

(t7.tr)

Equation 17.11 is called the equation of flow continuity. Notice that in order
for this equation to hold true, lengths of flow tube segments with smaller cross
sections must have higher velocities than lengths with larger cross sections. Otherwise the product of A and v would not remain constant. This relationship between
area and velocity is evident in nature: a river flows rapidly in areas where it is narrow; but as the river widens, its flow rate decreases.
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.15 Bernoullit Principle

Consider the energy and work involved in moving a segment of fluid between
a and c (the colored portion) to the volume between b and d in Figure 17-22.

The variable AVis used for this derivation of Bernoulli's equation because it is intended to represent an

This is equivalent to transferring a volume of fluid, A% from a height hy
velocity vr, &fld area Ar to a height h2, velocity vz, znd area Az. The change in

arbitrarily small fixed volume of
fluid rather than a definite volume

kinetic energy is

change.

6y:tfrmvz2_rl*rry
Since the density of the fluid is the mass divided by the volume of the fluid, p

:

mlLV,thenm: pAVand

6y:

IfrpLVvl

*

tfrpLVvz"

(17.r2)

The change in mechanical potential energy is due in this case to the change in
height of the fluid sample above an arbitrary reference height,

:
A,U :
A,U

mlglhz

-

pLvlglhz

mlglh, and

*

pLvlglh.

(t7.13)

Since we assumed that the flow is not turbulent and there are no friction or
viscosity effects in or on the fluid, all the work done on the segment of fluid by all
other nonconservative forces just changes the total mechanical energy of the fluid.
In other words, according to the work-energy theorem,

Wn.r: LK

+

LU.

.

:

mechanical potential energy as in
Chapter 9 rather than the change of
internal energy as in Chapter 16.

(t7.r4)

The total work done on the fluid is equal to the work done by the fluid force on
the left side of the first volume segment (F1) plus the work done by the fluid force
on the right side of the second volume segment (F2). The work of each force is
calculated from the product of the force and its displacement through each segment of fluid. So the work of the first force is
W1

In the context of work and potential
energy, AU means the change of

In this discussion, the symbol Ad is
used to represent an arbitrarily small

fixed displacement rather than

a

specific distance.

FyLdy,

since the force and displacement of the fluid are oriented in the same direction.
The fluid in the second segment is still moving to the right, but the external fluid
force exerted on it is oriented to the left. Therefore, the work on the second fluid
segment is

'Wz:

-F2Adz..

From the definition of pressure, we know that

:
Fz:
Ft

PtAu and
PAz'

Substituting these expressions for force into the respective work equations gives us

Wt

:

Wz:

PtAtLdt, arrd
-PzAzLdz.

The arbitrarily small fixed volume AV is the product of the area of each fluid segment and the arbitrarily small fixed displacement of the fluid in the flow tube at
each segment.

LV

: AtLdt:

AzLdz
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AA& andAAdz in the work equations. The work
O, each of the fluid forces is then as follows:

\Ye can now substitute AYfor

Y"

Wt:

PrAV

Wz: -PzLV
The work done by nonconservative forces is

:

[/ncf

Wt

*

Wz, and

Wncf:hAV-PzAV.

(17.1s)

Substituting Equations L7.15, 17 .12, and 17.13 for V[o"r, AK, and AU in the workenergy theorem (Equation 17.14)i, respectively, gives the following:

l[ncr: AK + LU

ft|v -

PzLV

:

(/2pLVv/

-

y2pA$il + @Lvlslhz - pAvlglh)

Dividing each term by AVgives

h

_

pz: lrpr|_ /rpt+

plglhz_ plslht.

Rearranging to group terms associated with each fluid segment, we obtain

(17.16)
Equation 17.16 is called Bernoulli's equation.

17.16 Bernoulli's Principle and Constant Velocity
There are two special cases of Bemoulli's equation. One is the case where the
cross section of the pipe, and therefore the velocity,.does not change. Then

vl: v2:

v.

Substituting this into Bernoulli's equation:

h + yn? + plslh :
P1+

plglh:

*

pz

ffi

+ plglnz

P2+ plglh2

- Pz - P1) depends only on the difference in depth
ftr). This is the same relationship that determines the

The difference in pressure (AP

in the fiuid (A&

:

kz

-

change of hydrostatic pressure.

17.17 Bernoulli's Principle and Gonstant Height
The other special case is one in which the fluid remains at the same elevation.
Then,

h?:
Substituting this into Equation

,r.1.'ol

h + Yrpt + ?trl& :
n + /zpfi:
400
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Pz

*

frpv|+

Pz

+

Tzpt

l6p

Prablem-Solving

Strotryy 17.6

In an ideal flow tube, it the height
remains constant, fluid pressure
will increase when fluid speed
decreases and vice versa, according
to Bernoulli's equation.

$F-?$

The

fo$erflow

hos lower pressure.

This equation shows that in order to maintain the equality, if the velocity of the
fluid increases in a segment of flow tube, the corresponding pressure must decrease,
and vice versa.
You can tell which parts of a fluid are moving faster by studying the streamlines. Faster portions have smaller areas; therefore, the streamlines are diagrammatically closer together. Since faster portions have lower pressure, closely spaced
streamlines also indicate lower pressure.

l tr-f;4

This sproyer works becouse oir moving

through o re$riction lowers the presure, drowing the
Iiquid up the iube. Ihis phenomenon, colled the
Venturi effect, is lhe consequence of the Bernoulli
principle ond flow continuily.

Pressure and Speed: Bernoulli's Principte
Water flowing through a [eve[ pipe has a pressure of 2.50 x 104 Pa when
its speed is 1.00 m/s. The water flows through a constriction into a sma[[er
pipe. What is its pressure when its speed increases to 3.00 m/s?
Sotution:

+ Trpvl: Pz + %pvl
Pz: Pt + %pv|- %prl: Pt-r %p(v1* vl)
Pz:2.50 x 104 Pa + yr(1,.00 x 103 kglm3) t(1.00 m/s)',Pz: 2.50 x 104 Pa - 4000 Pa
Pz: 2.L0 x 104 Pa
P,

(3.00

m/s)'z1
P1

lr

P21P1
As expected,

-

ftuid pressure decreases with an increase of speed.

1

F-f$

2.50

r

104 Pa

m/s

=,'1'00

Pipe constrictions oflen occur in reol

plumbing sy$ems.

17.18 Lift
Flowing fluids can generate dynamic forces on the surfaces they contact and on
objects immersed within them. The Creator's design of fish and birds, which move
easily through fluids, utilizes this principle. Long ago, humans discovered the ability
of wind to generate useful forces, like those utilized by windmills and sailing ships.
More recently, in attempts to emulate bird flight, people produced contraptions that
create a lifting force. Any device that generates lift as air flows along its surface is
an airfoil. Airfoils are typically long, narrow, and flattened solid objects that are
streamlined, having a teardrop-shaped cross section. An airplane wing is one kind of
artificial airfoil. Similar objects that create lift in liquid are hydrofoils.
Fluid
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Lift

can be modeled extremely

well by modern supercomputers,

I7-26

Streomlines over 0n oirfoil illu$rote fhe

theory of the Bernoulli principle of lift.

Henri Marie Coand5 (1886-1972)
was a Romanian aeronautical engineer, aircraft designer, and inventot.
He was instrumental in early aerodynamics research and built a rudimentary jet engine in 1910.

'

but there are various theories that
describe what actually causes lift.
The Bernoulli principle is commonly taught as the cause of lift,
suggesting that a plane wing moving through air splits the air in front
of it. According to this theory, the
principle of flow continuity demands that the air that flows above the wing must
meet up at the wing's trailing edge with the air that flows under it. If the wing's
upper surface is more curved than its lower surface, the air on top will move faster,
so its pressure will be lower than that on the underside of the wing. This pressure
difference causes a net lifting force, as predicted by the Bernoulli principle.
See Figure 17-26.
But there are several problems with this approach. First, nothing actually requires the two paths of air to reunite at the wing's trailing edge. In fact, when
observed, the two flows usualTy do not reunite. Second, a wing with a steeply
curved upper surface would not work upside down. High performance aircraft
have wings with symmetrical cross sections, yet they still manage to generate lift.
Third, airfoils divert great masses of air in the opposite direction to the direction
of the lifting force (see Figure 11-28), but this is not predicted by the Bernoulli
principle. Fourth, objects that present only a single surface to flowing air experience significant lift without a conesponding flow adjacent to the opposite surface
(e.9., a sheet of plywood lifted off the ground on a gusty day).
A better explanation of lift involves the Coandi effect and Newton's third law.
The Coand[ effect states that fluids moving by a gently curved surface tend to
follow the c.urvature of the surface due to forces of adhesion andfluid viscosity.
Fluid molecules immediately next to a moving surface adhere to it and are thus
motionless. Molecules slightly farther away move slowly relative to the surface,
and those ata greater distance move rapidly. These position-dependent movements
compose the boundary layer effect. Thus, a surface, such as a wing, that moves
through fluid drags that fluid along in a path similar to the surface's curvature.
Because an aircraft wing generating lift is tilted upward slightly, it compresses
the air below it, causing some of the air in front of the wing to rise up and flow
over it. The Coandd effect causes this air to follow the wing's surface, with air
molecules spreading out above the wing due to inertia and low air viscosity. This
spreading reduces the density of the air and thus the air pressure above the wing.
Air even farther above the wing then rushes in to fill this low-pressure region.

I
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Streomlines showing the Coondo effed. The diogrom exoggerotes the shope of the $reomlines to illustote

fie

effect.

a
The Coandd effect thus accelerates the air above the wing downward toward the
top of the wing. According to Newton's third law, the surrounding air, in reaction
to the force the wing exerts on the air, must exert an opposite upward force on the
wing, which is lift. Notice that most of the lifting force is generated above the
wing rather than below it. The downward moving air then spills behind the moving
wing, as seen in the adjacent figure.
Unlike the Bernoulli principle, the Coandd effect accounts for the upside-down
flight of aerobatic and military aircraft, as well as the functioning of wings stream-

lined on both surfaces. It also better explains why sails, propellers, and fluid
switches work. Many physicists suggest that aerodynamic lift is actually a combination of the Coandd effect, the Bernoulli principle, and other complex physical

oircroft diverts huge omounts of oir downword os it

principles of fluid mechanics.

creotes liff.

i F-3S

As predicted by the Coondo model of lift,

fiis

You can verify the Coandd effect by a simple experiment. Hold two sheets of
paper about an inch apart, as in Figure 17-30. Blow steadily between the sheets.
You might expect them to fly out from the force of your blowing, but instead they
draw together. The moving air between them exerts less pressure on them than the
still air around them, so they are pushed together. The two photographs on the
right in Figure 17-30 demonstrate how lift is created by the Coandd effect.

E
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Helicopters generote lift using o combinotion

of Bernoullit principle, the Coondo effect, ond
Newton's lows of motion.
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These lwo demonstrotions show how unbolonced forces ocross o fluid boundory oeoted by the Coondo effect con

produce work.

17.19 Real Ftruids

*

In real-world aerodynamics and hydrodynamics,
designers and engineers must take into account fric-

tion, fluid viscosity, and turbulence, all of which
greatly complicate the analysis of fluid flow around
immersed objects.
The cohesive forces between particles of a fluid
produce a type of internal friction called viscosity.
Viscosity determines how freely a fluid flows. The
,', tlt,.:r,,:,:t lri "ir;',,,11',,,:: indicatgs the fesistancg
of a fluid to flow. Lower viscosity coefficients mean

that the fluids flow more easily than those with
higher viscosity coefficients. For instance, water has
a lower viscosity than molasses. Viscosity is familiarly known as the "thickness" of a fluid.
The adhesive forces between a flowing fluid and
its confining walls (such as a pipe) cause the outermost particles of fluid to be essentially stationary.
Particles farther into the fluid have small velocities
that increase with distance from the wall of the pipe.

a

Thd

.

il'','r:':,:

l:r

IS

given the SI unit ofpascal-second
(Pa's). An older unit of viscosity is
the poise. Viscosity coefficients are
I
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Visrosily determines the eose

with which obiects move through o fluid.

tabulated at a specified temperature,
since temperature significantly
affects cohesive forces.

Both morbles were dropped ot the some

instont. Ihe left liquid is o thick syrup; the
right liquid is woter.
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wall

wall

The fluid particles at the center have the highest velocities. The farther a particle
is from the wall of the pipe, the faster it goes. Therefore, the flow of fluid at the
center of a large pipe is faster than the fluid at the centil of a smaller pipe at the
same supply pressure. This effect is a combination of friction with the pipe and
fluid viscosity. According to the principles of energy conservation, the conversion
of the mechanical energy of fluid particles to therrnal energy (internal energy)
through friction and viscous flow results in a decrease in fluid pressure and kinetic

E

energy (flow velocity) along the length of a pipe. This is why the shower in a
one-story house farthest from the water supply pipe has the slowest flow (least

j

pressure).

6

o
o
0

Position from centerline,
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x

Viscosity ond fricion wittr the woll surfoce

reduce fluid velocily neor the morgins of o pipe.

pipe

temperatures
equal

diameters
equal

l7-33

Viscosity lowers pressure with distonce os o fluid moves through o pipe.

17.20 Using Fluid Mechanics

to Solve Problems

Factors that drive the investigation of new electrical energy sources are cost, accessibility, safety, impact on the environment, and renewability. One emerging
technology, which really isn't all that new, is wind power generation. How can
wind be most effectively used to generate electricity?
People have been using wind power for centuries. For example, the Dutch used
windmills to pump water from their low-lying lands, and many countries lacking
extensive river systems used wind to grind grain. In an attempt to harness wind
€nergy, engineers have used computers to develop aerodynamicwind turbines.To
maximize efficiency and reduce structural stresses, wind turbines are elevated well
above the turbulent ground breezes to expose their blades to smoother winds. The
largest wind turbines have a hub height nearly three times that of the Statue of

I
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The

worldt

lorgest wind turbines ore copoble

of generoling 5 MW of electricol power.
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Wind turbines have a rotor that mounts two or three long, niurow blades. As air
flows over the blades, it creates lift similar to that on an airplane's wings. The
rotary force exerted on the blades spins the turbine, which turns an electrical generator that converts mechanical energy to electrical energy. Wind turbines may be
used to supply part or all of the electrical needs of a single dwelling, or they may
provide large-scale power generation, which requires hundreds of wind turbines in
facilities called wind .farms.
To have the greatest economical benefit, wind turbines need to be efficient.
However, the maximum theoretical efficiency for flow machines such as wind
turbines is only about 59Vo. That is, 59Vo of the kinetic energy available in the

wind is converted into mechanical energy. Even more loss occurs as mechanical
energy is converted to electrical energy. Advanced technology wind turbine instalIations can achieve efficiencies of 40-507o.The Department of Energy estimates
that the United States could potentially supply lp to 207a of its energy needs with
wind power by the year 2030. This would provide electricity at only a fraction of
the cost of coal, gas, and nuclear energy without the accompanying environmental
and public hazards. However, many political and economic challenges must be
solved before this goal can be reached.

ee*#k

In spite of wind power's apparent
economical benefits, many people
oppose wind farms because of the
noise, visual clutter, and effects on
bird populations. What may people
presuppose when making decisions
about the benefits and liabilities of
wind power?

Aerodynamicalty Designed Cars

Fffi$.*;f ffi*

In order to

conserve energy and reduce emissions, automobite
designers are doing their best to make cars more fuel-efficient.

modeting. Fractiona[-sca[e and futl-scate testing is done in
wind tunnels, where smoke streams around the modets,

Although increasing engine efficiency and making cars lighter
are important, much of the fuet savings comes from designing
the body to move smoothty through the air.
Actuatl.y, the idea of an aerodynamically efficient car is not
entirety new. As ear[y as 1934, Chryster produced the Airftow,
a sleek vehicle with smooth, rounded curves and fenders. The
idea did not become poputar, however, until the fuel shortage
crises of the 1970s forced manufacturers and consumers to

revealing turbutence and potentia[ drag.
If you compare newer passenger cars (inctuding SUVs and
energy hybrids) with older modets, you wi[[ see that the latest
are designed to let air flow smoothty over, under, and around
them. Headtights are motded into the fenders, front hood lines

exptore every avenue of cutting fuel consumption.
At highway speeds, a car uses more than hatf its power to
overcome air resistance. Therefore, reducing air resistance
reduces fue[ consumption. The main goal is to'make the ftow
of air around the car as nearty laminar as possib[e. Modets of

new designs are first tested using sophisticated computer

ftow smooth[y into the front bumper structure, windows are
fLush with the body, and the overall profite promotes the [aminar ftow of air over the vehicle. Even the underside of the car
is engineered to remove as many obstructions to the ftow of air
as possible. Most recreationat and crossover vehicles, despite

their boxy profiles, are designed to minimize wind resistance.
These efforts, combined with more efficient engines, hybrid
designs, and fuel cetlpowered electric motors, have dramaticatty improved the fueL efficiency of passenger vehictes.
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